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CHAPTII. 1 
ltmlODUCTIOB 
Continued advances in the fields of medicine and allied sciences 
have increased the potential life span of aoat individuals. With the 
rapidly multiplyin& numbers of people surviving to the sixth and seventh 
decade, the proble .. encountered by nuraina personnel are increasing pro· 
' portionately. One of the purposes of the seneral hospital, in aervina 
ita community, ia to meet the health needs of all individuals who come 
to ita doors requiring Mdical care. Included amona these are an in-
creasin& number of persona enterina the hospital with a diagnosis of a 
" 
cerebral vascular accident. It ia essential that special techniques of 
poaitionina be used in the early nuraina care of these patients if de-
foraity is to be prevented. They should be initiated immediately by 
nuratna personnel, so that no time is lost in atartina the patient on the 
road to recovery. These special techniquea of poaitionina are called 
rehabilitative, because they aid in the prevention of further handicapa 
and help to restore the patient to the maxiaum independence of which he 
ia capable. 
Rehabilitation ia a continuoua proceaa, from the onset of an ill-
ness until ita conclusion, in the return of the patient to optimum health. 
In the iaaediate and early care of a patient with a cerebral vascular 
accident, the nurse's plan of care muat be comprehensive and muat include 
the application of principles of rehabilitation. The plan .uat take into 
-1-
consideration not only his .. dical and surgical needs but also his final 
goal. By incorporating special techniques of positioning in her nursing 
care, the nurse is implementina oDe of the principles of rehabilitation, 
which is the prevention of further disability. Thus the patient is 
aided in the return to his maxtmua independence, which is his ultimate 
goal. 
The three phases of medical care--prevention, diaanosis, and 
treat .. nt·-are all a part of rehabilitation. It is in the area of pre-
vention that the author is mainly concerned in this study. 
Statement of the Problem 
This study is a survey of the implementation of selected rehabil-
itation techniques of positioning in the nuraina care of patients in 
aeneral hoapitals during the early phase of a cerebral vaacular accident. 
Justification of the Problem 
The writer was a member of the nursing staff of a chronic disease 
rehabilitation hospital, where maay patients who had incurred a cerebral 
vascular accident were admitted for evaluation and treatment. The diaa· 
noeis had been made weeks and, in many instances, several months before. 
In a areat number of the cases, aross defonaities and contracture• were 
noted. It was felt by the writer that a larae number of these deform-
ities might have been prevented if special techniques of positionina had 
been implemented by the nurain& staff in the early phase of the illness. 
An examination of course outlines save substance to the assumption of the 
writer that the nurse, during her course of study, has been taught prin-
ciples of body mechanics and the techniques of positionina the bed 
2 
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~ patient. Havins studied these principles as a part of her proaram, a 
nur1e would be re1ponaible for their use in the care atven to bed pa• 
tienta, includina thoae with a cerebral vaacular accident. From her ob-
servations at the rehabilitation hospital, the writer assumed that the 
patients with a cerebral vascular accident had not been positioned cor• 
/ 
rectly durtna their period of early care, which in moat instances had 
been atven in a aeneral hospital. These observations led to an investi-
aation of the problea presented. 
Scope and Limitations 
Two aeneral hospitals, servtna the same lara• metropolitan area, 
havina the same hospital accreditation, and offerina essentially the 
same facilitiea, were choaen for the aurvey. The study waa limited to 
an observation of the technique& of poaitionins incorporated in the nurs-
ina care aiven nineteen patiente. All had been admitted with the diaa-
nosia of a cerebral vascular accident aad had been in the hospital for 
not •re than three weeka. The patienta were confined to their beda and 
were dependent upon nursina peraonnel for correct positioning. Three 
separate observationa of each patient were made at different times within 
twenty· four hours. It was hoped that thia would insure that any chanaea 
incorporated in the poaitionina of each patient would be observed. 
Definition of Terms 
larlx Ph!••··- For the purpose of the study, the term early phase 
refers to the patient who baa been admitted with the diaanoaia of a 
cerebral vascular accident within the last three weeka, is confined to 
his bed, and is dependent upon nursina personnel for correct positionina. 
Cerebral Jascylar Accident.-- A vascular lesion of the brain due 
l to embolus, hemorrhage, or throaboeia. 
l[inciple.-- A fuudamautal law, truth, a aettled rule of action. 
Tech91gue.·- The method of procedure essential to the execution 
of a principle. 
Principle of Positiontn~.·· To relieve atrain on the body, place 
the patient in a natural poaitioa and provide support wherever it is 
needed. 
Bed Board.-- A one•half to one•inch•thick wooden or plywood board 
that can ba of three types-·aatch, flat, or folding slats. 
lootb9trd.-- A wooden or .. tal stand, adjustable or nonadjustable, 
that is placed so that it will provide a firm rest for the patient's 
feet, hold them upright, and keep the covers two to four inchee hisher 
than the toes. 
loll for linaers.-- A ball or roll, composed of stockinette, 
filled with cotton, havin& a place for fingers, or a rolled washcloth 
with tape to keep the hand in a neutral position. 
lbree Potitiont of Electign.-- A patient in either the supine, 
side-lying, or prone position. 
Jthgilitttion .... "A •d1eal pro&r81111118 designed to lessen or pre• 
vent the deleterious effects of inactivity, to minimize dilability and 
to train the patient with residual permanent disability in the technique• 
2 
of overcoming handicaps." 
11Cathleen H. Shafer, Janet It. Sawyer 1 Audry M. McCluskey 1 and Edna 
L. Beck, l!dical•Syraical lursiD& (St. Louis: The c. V. Mosby Co., 1961), 
p. 753. 
2A. s. Abramson and A. !bel, Clinics of North Am!rlca, 37:915, 
1953. 
4 
lfrdex.-- A file of individually arranaed cards, one for each 
patient, &ivins the schedules for medications and treatments. 
Preview of Metbodolo&Y 
The nineteen patients, ei&ht from one hospital and eleven from the 
other, were selected from the current list of the hospitals' census of 
those patients being admitted with a diaanosis of a cerebral vascular 
accident. They were eelected accordtna to the date of admission, and 
whether they were on bedrest and were dependent upon nursin& personnel 
for positionina. The two hospitals were desianated A and B, reapectively. 
Three observations were made of each patient at different times durin& 
the twenty•four hour period. The techniques of positioning observed and 
the notations on the Xardex were recorded each time on a prepared obser-
vation sheet. Each observation required approxt.ately ten minutes. The 
visits were made in the aaornina between the hours of nine and eleven, in 
the afternoon between the hours of three and four thirty, and in the 
avenin& between the hours of nine and eleven. 
Sequence of Presentation 
Chapter II contains a review of the literature pertaining to the 
positionin& of the bed patient durina the early phase of a cerebral vas-
cular accident, and also containa the hypotheeis for this study. The 
methodoloay is fouad in Chapter III. The analysis and presentation of 
the data appear in Chapter IV. The a~ry, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions are contained in Chapter V. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
THIOUTICAL FRAMIWOIUC OF THE STUDY 
Review of Literature 
Previous to the last decade, the application of the principles of 
rehabilitation in nursina eare was confined laraely to the convalescent 
period of an illness. Recent literature has demonstrated an increasin& 
awareness of the need for the incorporation of these principles into all 
staaea of illness if the threefold process of rehabilitation is to be 
effected--that of prevention, treatment, and restoration. 
In the early ataae of a cerebral vascular accident, the acutely 
ill patient requires extensive use of the technical skills of the nursina 
staff in his medical treatment. Included in these skills should be the 
immediate application of selected techniques of positionina, which help 
to prevent deformity. The iaportanee of this application during the 
acute period of an illnesa is further clarified by Covalt: 
Part of the treatment to prevent physical helplesaness and 
deformity for victi .. of cerebral vascular accidents should 
be started durin& the acute episode. 5o victim of a stroke 
need become helpless, deformed or bedridden for the remainder 
of his life. . •• it can be anticipated that deformities 
will start to develop within the first two or three days. 
These can be prevented in lara• .. asure by specific early 
treatment.! ' 
Joints become painful as contracture& develop from abnormally 
tense muscles in the patient with a cerebral vascular accident. He 
1NUa Kirkpatrick Covalt, "Preventive Techniques of Rehabilitation 
for Heaipleaic Patients," jf!, XVII, No. 3 (March, 1958), 131. 
-6-
aaaumea poaitiona to relieve hie pain which only hasten the appearance of 
contracture deformity. If correct posture is maintained by proper poei-
tionin& durin& the bed period, pain is relieved and deformitiea such as 
flexion contracturea, "frozen" ahouldera, drop foot, and hyperextension 
of the knees are prevented. Rusk maintains that: 
The first procedure which caa be iastituted to prevent deformi-
ties and accelerate rehabilitatioa is the proper poaitionin& of 
the patient in bed. • . . When there are no acute coexistin& 
•dical probleu, the patient should be placed in a comfortable 
position, with the paretic arm abducted and externally rotated 
at least a few hours a day. The lea ahould be held in a neutral 
position. • • • A footboard is also advisable to prevent pres-
sure from the bedclothes on the paretic foot.2 
These procedures are nursina functiona and should be a part of basic 
nursina care, as stated by MOrrissey: 
Nursing in rehabilitation coaprises all the fundamental tech-
niques of seneral bedside aursina care. In addition, certain 
specialized rehabilitation technique• muat be practiced and 
aaona theae are: Mthoda of preventin& physical deformity •• 
Theae mi&ht be termed the procedures necessary for the phys-
ical reatoration of the patient.l 
The nurse must recoanize and accept her responsibility to initiate 
immedi&tely correct poaitionina of the patient confined to his bed, for: 
Bed positionina is of paramount importance to the patient 
in terma of future ambulation and other functional activities. 
Doctor's ordera should aeldoa, if ever, be required to remind 
the nurae that the feet should always be at riaht ansles to 
the leas in order to counteract foot drop. Nothina more ornate 
than a stmple footboard • • • would be eufficient to achieve 
this purpose. In like manner many of the distreasin& contractures 
of wrista and hand• found so often in the convalescent hemiplegic 
could be prevented by a few minutes of the nurse's time spent in 
allowing the patient to araap a ball or a rolled wash cloth in 
2Howard A. Rusk, gehabilitation M!dicine (St. Louts: The c. V. 
Mosby Co., 1958), p. 509. 
3Alice B. Morrissey, lehabilttation Nursin& (New York: G. P. 
Putnam's Soaa, 1951), p. 59. 
7 
the affected hand in order to maintain the fingers in a func-
tional position. Prevention of overstretchin& of paralyzed 
muscles can be .tnimized by frequent changes in position. 
Judicious use of sandbags. rolla and pillows by the nurse can 
help to prevent such all too com.on problems as external rota-
tion of the hips, adductor contracture& of the upper ara and 
shoulder as well as flexion contracture& of the upper and lower 
extrnitiea.4 
This is further substantiated by the followina statement from Skinner: 
"In each patient, the nurse must recognize a challenge and perform her 
5 
role in helping the patient prevent deformity from devaloping. 11 Thus 
it is the nurse's responsibility to recoanize these problems in the pa-
tient with a cerebral vascular accident, and it is her role to assist in 
the prevention of sequelae that may occur and in the restoration of the 
individual to his optimum well-being. Skinner has drawn attention to the 
fact that the nurse is assisting not only the patient but also the boa• 
pital to fulfill ita program in prevention and rehabilitation: 
In providin& needed restorative nursins services and pre-
ventina the development of secondary disabilities in patients 
with acute and chronic diseases, the nurse can contribute 
importantly to a hospital proaram of prevention and rehabilita-
tion. The nurse • • • playa a unique role in that it is her 
function to tie together the various aspects of the patient's 
total care proaram.6 
Skinner further accentuates the importance of correct positioning of the 
bed patient in three positions of election by the followins: 
Joints and muscles must be protected by keeping patients in 
sood body alignment whether they are supine, prone, or side-
lying. • • . 
4aegina H. Petroski, "Implications for the Nursing Care of the Pa• 
tient with Hem1plea1a in the Acute and Early Convalescent Stases" (unpub-
lished Master's thesis, Boston University School of Nursing, 1956), 
pp. 18-19. 
5ceraldine Skinner, "The Nurse--Key J'iaure in Preventive and I.e• 
storative Care," Jouryl of the AMrican Hqspital Association, XXXVI, 
No. 1 (January 1, 1961), 56. 
6Ibid. 
8 
If a patient with paralysis of an arm or hand ia permitted 
to lie unsupported, with the thumb in a position of adduction 
in1tead of in a position of opposition, the function of the 
opponens muscle of the thumb can be destroyed in 10 days or 
lesa. Ability to araap is an important function for a human 
being to retain. If correct positioning of the ara in adduc· 
tion and joint exercise is not carried out conscientiously, 
adduction of the shoulder soon develops, leavina a patient un• 
able to raise his arm. The development of a recurvation of 
the knee, drop foot, or flexion contractures of the hip may 
delay the rehabilitation process as much as does the presence 
of a larae coccyaeal decubitus.7 
Chanae of position and of the anale of the joint is an absolute 
necessity if function is to be maintained and disability prevented. The 
patient's spine must be kept in good alignment in all three positions; 
he must be aiven a bed with a firm foundation that has a bed board and a 
footboard; he must be kept on a routine schedule of turninaa by the nurs• 
ina personnel. If such a schedule is strictly followed, the patient may 
not develop further deformity and his period of reatoration will be 
lessened considerably. 
As the nurse positions the patient, she should have a rehabili· 
tative attitude that ia dependent on a knowledge of the patient's even-
tual aoala. This will areatly aid in the motivation of the patient and 
help him toward his eventual recovery. It will give added meanina to 
the techniques the nurse may use as she changes the patient's position 
and will help htm to accept these poaitions as one of the steps to his 
recovery. Wriaht has said: 
Once the damaae has occurred, rehabilitation should be begun 
at the earliest possible time. The introduction of a positive 
proaraa within the first week may haaten recovery, if by no more 
than raisin& the patient's morale. In our experience, one of 
the key steps in the recovery of these patients has been the 
creation of a will to set well on the part of the patient. If 
7Ibid. 
9 
the patient becomes convinced that he bas somethtna worth while 
to live for, that be can .arkedly iaprove, perhaps to normal, 
• • • he will put forth the effort which may well make the dif· 
ference between success and failure in the rehabilitation pro• 
araa.8 
This "positive proaram" be&ins with the prevention of deformities. 
Covalt has outlined those procedures that the nurse can initiate durin& 
the early bed period: 
There are four simple procedures which can be carried out 
durin& the acute phase of the illness while the patient is still 
in bed which will be of help in preventina the deformities so 
commonly found in heaipleatc patients. 
1. A small pillow can be placed in the axilla on the affected 
side to prevent adduction to the arm on the shoulder. 
2. A footboard or posterior le& splint applied to the affected 
lower extremity will prevent toe drop and heel cord shorten· 
tna. 
3. Sandbaas placed alona the outside of the affected lea will 
prevent outward rotation of the lea. 
4. Quadriceps settiD&a if started early, will maintain and 
improve the muscle atren&th needed for ambulation later. 
This should be done for ten minutes three times a day.9 
The writer has been primarily concerned with those procedures that 
require a use of the techniques of poaitionina that have been called re-
habilitative. This would include the first three of the four procedures 
outlined by Covalt, above. 
An underatandin& of the relationship of body aesmenta, one to the 
other, and of good body alianment is essential for the nurse as she 
places her patient in one of the three positions of election. A bed left 
aatched in the semi-fowler's position for hours is conducive to the 
8trvin& s. Wriaht, 11Strokea··Diaanosia and Modern Treatment: II. 
TreatMnt," ltpdern Concepts of CarcU.ovaacular piaeaae, XXVIII, Ho. 5 
OKay. 1959), 527. 
9Donald A. Covalt, ttAfter Care of the Hemipleaic," Sir.• II, No. 3 
(Septeaber, 1950), 45-46. 
10 
development of back strain and of hip and knee flexion contract urea. 
This has been further clarified by Winters: 
lor the helpless patient, variety of position of the whole 
body and of parts of the body .. , be secured through the back-
lyina, sidelyina. and pronelyina poaitiona. Each of the posi-
tions .akea possible variations in the poaitions of the extrem-
ities. It is always desirable to support the body in good 
phyaioloaic alignment aDd when poaitionina the extremities, to 
use the positions which will assist in aaintainina or increasing 
range of 1110tion. 
A knowledae of the patient's condition and the plan for his 
medical care serve as a auide to the nurse in movina and posi-
tionina the patient who is unable to move himaelf.lO 
Thus the nurae must have a comprehensive plan of care for her patient 
which ia rehabilitative in ita objectives. Such a plan be&ins at the 
onset of the patient's illness and continues throuahout his treatment 
and convalescence until he has been restored to hia max~ state of in-
dependent living. Rusk sums this up succinctly, in a consideration of 
the cerebral vascular accident patient, by the followina: 
Hemiplegia presents one of the moat ehallengina probleae in 
medicine today, both in total nuabers and therapeutic complex• 
ities. With a dynaaic approach to the problem of the hemipleaic, 
ustna rehabilitation technics that have been developed to .. at 
the total needs of the individ\:&1. much can be offered to these 
severely disabled patients, and moat can be trained so that they 
achieve lives of self-sufficiency and uaefulnesa.ll 
The challenae of the hemipleaic patient and hia care is increasina with 
the vast number of people living lonaer in a society that is fast-movina 
and raupant with tension•producina situations. This challenae is for the 
nurse as well as for the doctor, for, as has been stated by Allaire and 
Denney: 
1~araaret Campbell Winters, lroteetive Bodx Mechanics in Daily 
kife and 1n »ursina (Philadelphia: w. B. Saunders Co., 1957), p. 80. 
11aoward A. lusk, ••a.ebabilitation of the Hemipleaic Patient," ~ !nternat1onal Fotum, Th!rapeutic Notes, III, No. 11, p. 286. 
"".c .. ~,-,-.... --,;,,~"'''···-·'- -.... ---· ··-· " - --· -- - ·- - - - .. -------. --- - ----- -- , •. , ... ~-cc-: ... -- --------~------ - -- ;;----
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When nursina services have prevented deformities and have 
started activities of daily livina early in the illness, subse• 
quent rehabilitative services will be needed less frequently. 
If there are no complicat10U8 and the patient has kept his 
strength throuah early activities, the confinement will be 
aborter, the cost will be less, and the patient will return 
earlier to work or school. Kurstng services can contribute 
this kind of care throuah the early, convalescent and chronic 
stases of illneas.12 
Bases of Hypothesis 
The literature reviewed aave ample substance to the assumption 
that nurses are expected to implement techniques of poaitionina in their 
nursina care of helpless patients. By the fact that these teclmiques are 
preventive in nature and help to restore the patient to his optimum well· 
betna and a life that is independeat 1n so far as possible, they can be 
called rehabilitative. 
From observations in the chronic disease hospital, the writer 
felt that rehabilitative techniques of positioaina were not being used 
in the nuraina care given to patients with a cerebral vascular accident 
ia seneral hospitals. 
StateMnt of the Hypothesis 
It is believed that nursins personnel do not carry out selected 
rehabilitation techniques of positiontna in the nursina care of patients 
during the early phase of a cerebral vascular accident. 
1~ildred J. Allaire and luth a. Denney, Nurses Can Give and 
Te!fh lehabilitation (Rev York: Sprinaer Publiahina Co., 1960), preface. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
Selection and Description of Sample 
The writer wiahed to study the use of techniques of podtionina 
incorporated by nursina personnel in the daily care of patients in a 
aeneral hospital. Two aeneral hospitals, desianated A and B. were ae* 
lected for the study. These were teachins hospitals, involved in re-
search and servina the same aetropolitan area. They were nonprofit, 
privately owned, and had essentially the same facilities. Permission to 
conduct the study was obtained from the Director of Hospital A and from 
n the Director of Nuraina Service in Hospital B. Hospital A had a bed 
capacity of 602 and Hospital B of 810 patients. 
A preliainary atudy was made of Hospital A to delineate the prob-
lea of investiaation to one type of patient and one area of nurain& care. 
The present and past recorda of the cenaua of patients referred to the 
physical therapy department were inveatiaated. This department was 
chosen because the writer felt that the patients being referred would 
need a type of nursing care upon their admission that was rehabilitation 
orientat!ed. Examination of the schedule of the patients bein& referred 
to the department demonstrated that the majority of ita patients had a 
diaanosia of a cerebral vascular accident. An inveatiaation of the com-
plete hospital cenaua over the saM period of time uncovered an even 
areater number of patients with this diaanosia who were DOt beina re-
·13-
£erred to physical therapy. The writer decided to limdt the study to a 
consideration of patients being admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis 
of a cerebral vascular accident and the incorporation of techniques of 
positionina 1n their daily care. A second hospital was selected in which 
to conduct the study so that there would be some validation to the find-
ings. 
Nineteen patients were selected for the actual study. Eight were 
from Hospital A and eleven from Hospital B. The period during which each 
patient was studied was limited to the first three weeks of hospitaliza-
tion. The writer had observed that, senerally, these patients were out 
of bed after that period of ti... Patients ransed in age from twenty-
four to ninety years, comprisin& both males and females, and had been in 
the hospital from one day to three weeks. They were in both private and 
semi-private rooms, as well as in warda with as many as four beds. Three 
of t~e patients were being cared for by private duty nurses; the re-
maincler were under the care of the unit staff. Not all had complete 
hemipleaia; some had only a weakness of one extremity, but all needed 
techniques of positionins implemented in their nuratna care. 
Tool Used to Collect the Data 
A tool was developed by the writer to use for the observations. 
The three positions of election and their implementation were chosen to 
be observed after a study of the literature demonstrated that rehabil-
itative techniques of poaitionin& were essential in the immediate care of 
the cerebral vascular accident patient. In the nursing care of patients, 
certain mechanical aids were necessary if proper positioning techniques 
~ were to be implemented. These aids included a bed board, a foot board, 
-• -·~·o--•~-"··~·-,~ ---. -· ~-·· ... -
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., 
~ a firm aattreaa. and properly arranaed pillows. The writer studied the 
various pieces of this equipment available, chose those which met the 
requirement found in the literature and which accomplished best the 
imple•ntina of techniques of poaitionina in the supine, side•lyiq, and 
prone positions. A description of these aida and of the three positions 
waa developed; fro• this the tool (see Appendix A) was devised. In• 
eluded in the tool was apace providia& for notation• made in the Kardex 
relative to poaitionina and turnina of patients. 
The ob1ervation sheet, deaianed by the writer and used to collect 
the data, had the followina areas: 
1. A headina aivina the patient's naae, aae, date adaitted, boa· 
pital rooa number, doctor, and diaanosia. 
2. Three columna providina time and place for three separate ob· 
aervationa of each pati.ent and c01DI8nta by the observer. 
3. Included were nine main areas with sub-areas for observation, 
which were to identify the three positions of election. 
4. Included were areas for observation of notations in the Kardex 
relative to poaitionin& and turntna of patients. 
5. Included was an area for special notation of the patient's 
build and aeneral condition. 
6. Included were areas for notation of the special aida necessary 
for positioning. 
Procurement of Data 
Appointments were made with the Directors of Nuraina Service in 
both of the hospitals. It was decided that nursina personnel would not 
~ be oriented to the observation sheet or to the observation period of the 
. '.::::-;~-- ._ 
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tnvestiaator. They were informed merely that she would be visiting the 
wards periodically. This was to insure aaainat any chanae being initi-
ated in patient care preparatory to her coming. 
A total of fifty-five observations was made in the actual study. 
Nineteen patients were visited. Three separate observations were made 
on seventeen patients and two observations on two newly admitted pa• 
tienta. The hours durin& which the visits took place were between nine 
and eleven a.m., three and four thirty p.m., and nine and eleven p.m. 
These hours were chosen with the hope that the inveatiaator might observe 
a chan&• in the position of the patient. Each observation, along with a 
careful check of the Xardex for ita notations on treataent, took about 
ten minutes. 
ln Hospital A, the writer obtained a list of the patients' names 
and room numbers from the nursins service office and then went alone to 
the various wards. Because this was the hospital in which the explora-
tory study vas done, the writer was more familiar with the physical ar-
rangement of the institution and was able to proceed alone once the 
necessary information was obtained. 
In Hospital B, a supervisor from the Nuraina Service Department 
was asaianed to orient the writer to the physical arransement of the hos-
pital and to introduce her to the head nurse on each ward. This courtesy 
facilitated aatters, makina it very convenient for the investiaator to 
proceed rapidly and to complete her observations within two days. 
The writer vas received araciously by the personnel of the warda 
in both hospitals, and any assistance abe needed was readily aiven. 
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CHAPTIIl IV 
FINDINGS 
Presentation, Discussion, and Interpretation of Data 
This study was undertaken to determine whether nursing personnel 
incorporated selected techniques of positionina in their care of patients 
durina the early phase of a cerebral vascular accident. Two aeneral 
hospitals, deaianated A and B, froa the s ... metropolitan area, were se-
lected for the study. All data ware collected by means of the ob1erva-
tion method. 1 An observation check list with apace for three separate 
observations of each patient and a place for coDa8nts was used. The 
position• beina observed were the aupine, side-lying, and prone. Abo 
inveatiaated waa the impl..-ntation of five mechanical aids in the at-
taiaa.nt of these positions. These aida consisted of bed board, foot-
board, aupporta for the paretic lea, supports for the paretic arm, devices 
for the paretic hand, and the type of pillows used to help support the 
patient's body in good aliaament. The list had an area for special ob• 
aervation of the patient's build and aeneral condition, in the event that 
the patient beina studied had a special problem that might influence the 
findings. The Kardex was studied for notations of positionina and turn• 
ina. In this chapter, the presentation, discussion, and interpretation 
of the data are discussed. 
Data were secured relative to nineteen patients, eight from 
1Appendix A. 
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Hospital A and eleven from Hospital B. When the group studied was 
divided according to sex, it was found that nine patients were women and 
ten were men, giving almo t equal distribution. 
The age range of the total group of patients was from twenty-four 
to ninety years. In the graph that follows, they are depicted according 
to their occurrence in ten-year groups. 
5 
4 
Number 
of 3 
2 
.... 
1 
0 
aanae in A&ea of Patients (lO•Year Groupa) 
The graph illustrates that the greatest number of patients were 
between sixty and sixty-nine years of age. All but one of the patients 
were over fifty years of age. 
A total of fifty-five separate observations of the nineteen pa-
tients was made. All but two patients were observed three times. Each 
patient was observed twice on one day and once on the following day. 
Twenty-four of the observations took place in Hospital A, with 
eiaht patients beins studied. Each observation included a study of the 
patient's card in the Kardex file for notations on positionina and turn-
ina· Patients in Hospital A were aiven the numbers one to ei&ht (Table 
1). 
TAJLI 1 
MUMBIR OJ' ICAIJ)U NOTATIONS OF POSITIONIMG AND TUINING 
OF liGHT PATIIITS D HOSPITAL A 
Notatioru~ Patients px Nupber 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Total 
Positionina X 1 
Tum in& 1 
The data for patient number one showed one notation for position-
in&• stating in the lardex that "position be chanaed frequently." There 
were no set schedules for turnin& at this hospital; thus the term 
"chaqed frequently" waa left to the interpretation of the nuraina per· 
aonnel. 
lor patient number two, there wae·one notation that the patient be 
"kept on either side," which •ant that he was to be turned onto hia af· 
fected aide as well. There were no other remarks relative to poaitionina 
and turnina in the Xardex for the other six patients. 
At the time of the observations, each patient was studied to deter-
mine in which of the three poaitions·•supine, prone, or aide-lyina··he 
vaa reatina. The observations were made between the hours of nine and 
eleven a.m., three and four thirty p.m., and nine and eleven p.m. on the 
following day. It was felt that by maktna observations on the same pa· 
tient at planned intervals durin& the twenty-four hour period, it could 
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be eetabliahed whether the patient's position wae being changed eyetem-
atically. 
Table 2 depicte the number of times the eisht patients at Hospital 
A were found in each of the three poeitiona of election in the twenty-
four obeervations. 
TABLI 2 
NUMBEJ. or TIMES EIGHT PATIIITS WERE FOUND IN THRIB POSITIONS 
or ILICTIOII Dt 'l'WIJITY•JOUJ. OISIJ.VATIOIS-•BOSPIT.Al. A 
Poeition lati~ete b! lumb!r Total 1 2 3 4 s 6 z 8 
Supine 2 3 3 1 2 2 1 1 15 
Sicle•lyina 1 0 0 2 l l 2 2 9 
Prone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
li&ht patiente were found in the supine position a total of 
fifteen time• and in the sicle-lyins poeition nine ttmee. No patient waa 
obeerved in the prone poaition. Two patients were discovered in the 
supine position all three ttmae. Thia hoepital had only one notation in 
the lardex relative to poeit~ina. rindinaa indicated that nursina 
personnel did not routinely position patiente with a cerebral vaecular 
accident in all three poeitions of election. 
While beiDa obaervecl for the poaition in which they were restina. 
the ei&ht patienta were alto obeerved for the implementation of the five 
mechanical aida uaed to help with pToper body altanment and the preven• 
tion of deforaity (Table 3). 
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TABLI 3 
IMPLEMENTATION OF FIVE MECHANICAL All)S 
IN POSITIONING OF liCHT PATIINTS••BOSPITAL A 
Mechanical 
Aiclt 
Footboard 
Beet Board 
Axillary Pillow 
loll for 
Paretic Hanel 
Trochanter R.oll 
or Sanclbaas 
Pati19tt by Ju!ber 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 
X 
Total 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
The writer observed that only one of the eiaht patienta had a 
footboard, made of canvae and not very effective. Only one of the eicht 
patients had a bed board, of the aatch type, which had been ordered by 
the phytician. 
Axillary pillows, rollt for the paretic hand, trochanter rolls or 
aandbaaa for the paretic lea were not uaed for any of the eiaht patients, 
and furthermore, no aubstitute aida were beina ueecl. The inveati&ator 
felt that the absence of the implementation of these aids in the posi• 
tionina of beet patienta indicated a probable lack of uncleratandina of 
their importance by the nurainc peraonnel. 
Additional information waa aainecl from the area on comments in 
the tool, aa noted by the inveatiaator. Some patients, althouah in a 
position of election, were not placed properly in thia poaition; for ex-
ample, five of the eiaht patients were found in beds aatched at both the 
hipa and the kneea, whether in the aupine or aide•lyina poaition. A 
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aixth patient, due to a complicatLoa of pneumonia, was in the semi· 
fowler's position each time observed, aa ordered by the physician. 
Only one of the eisht patients had a flat pillow under her head. 
The other seven had larae, puffy pillowa, and three of the aeven had two 
pillows of this type under the bead, cauaina the head to be in a position 
of forward flexion. 
Seven of the eiaht patients did not have a footboard and their 
covers were pulled tiahtly over the feet, forcina them into a poaition 
of plantar flexion. Of the aix patiente who were observed in the aide-
lyiaa position, only one had the paretic lea supported, and three were 
found on the affected side. 
Thirty•one of the obaervatioaa took place in Boapital B, with 
eleven patienta beinl atudied. laeh observation included a etudy of the 
patient•a card in the Kardex file for notations on poaitionina and turn· 
iRa. Patients in Hotpital I were aiven code number• from nine to nine· 
teen (Table 4). 
TAJLI4 
NUMBER. OF IWUliX JOTATlOIS OP POS lTIONING AND TUBlUNG 
OF !LIVO PATIINTS llC HOSPITAL B 
9 10 11 1a 13 14 15 16 17 18 12 Total 
Poaitionina x 2 
Turn in& X X X X X 5 
The data for two patient• showed one notation each in the Kardex 
for poaitionina, ttatina: 
Patient number nine: "llevate the affected arm on a pillow." 
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Patient number thirteen: "Support the affected leg." This nota• 
tion did not say how the lea was to be supported and thus was left to 
the interpretation of nursins personnel. Furthermore, it was observed 
that the lea waa supported by a pillow in the aide•lyina position only. 
The data for patients number nine throuah thirteen showed five 
notationa for tumina: "turu every two hours. n There were no other re• 
marks 1D the Kardex relative to positionina and turnina for the other 
six patients. 
At the time of the observations, each patient waa studied for the 
position in which he was restina. The same three positions of election 
were observed in Hospital B as bad been investiaated in Hospital A. The 
observations were •de between the hours of nine and eleven a.m., three 
and four thirty p.m., and nine and eleven p.m. on the followina day. 
Table S depicts the number of times the eleven patients at Hos-
pita1 B were found in each of the three positions of election in the 
thirty-one observations. 
TAILI S 
liUMBEa or TIMBS !LEVU PATI.DTS WIU FOUIJD D1 THUI POSITIONS 
or ILICTIOI D THU.TY•OII OBSI!lVATIOHS••!I)SPITAL B 
Position Pa~t.at1 bx Bumber Total 
9 10 ll 13 13 14 15 16 11 18 19 
Supine 1 2 3 3 2 1 3 1 3 2 3 24 
Side-lyina 2 1 0 0 1 l 0 2 0 0 0 7 
Prone 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
The eleven patients were found in the supine position a total of 
~ tventy•four times and in the aide•lytfta position seven times. lo patient 
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was obaerved in the prone position. Six patients were found in the 
supine poaition each time they were observed. Only five of the patients 
were found in the side•lyina position a total of seven times, and no one 
was observed in the prone position. This hospital had only two notation• 
in the Karde:x relative to positionina and five notations relative to 
turnina. Findinaa indicated that aursina personnel did not routinely 
position patients with a cerebral vascular accident 1n all three posi· 
tiona of election. 
While beina obeerved for the position in which they were resting, 
the eleven patients were checked for the implemeutation of the five 
mechanical aida used to help with proper body ali&nment and the preven· 
tion of deformity (Table 6). 
TABLI 6 
IMPLEMENTATION Or FIVE MltCHANICAL AIDS 
IN POS ITIOIUG or ll.IVEI PATIDTS IN HOSPITAL B 
Mecm!cal Pa~il!t• bx !umb!r Total 2 10 11 12 13 14 l' 16 17 18 19 
Footboard X X X X X X 6 
Bed Board X l 
Axillary 
Pillow X X X 3 
loll for 
Paretic 
Bane X X X 3 
Trochanter 
Roll or 
Sandbags X l 
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Six of the eleven patient• ob1erved had a footboard of the non-
adju•table type applied to their bed•. Of the eighteen tiaas observed, 
the board wat used correctly all but four times, in which cases the pa-
tients' feet failed to touch it. 
One of the eleven patients had a bed board of the gatch type, but 
it had been ordered by the physician. 
Patients fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen had axillary pillows and 
rolla to keep the hand in a neutral po1ition. However, thia was a small 
percentaae of the group of eleven patienta. Only one patient had a pil· 
low u1ed for the paretic lea, and thia wa• the patient whose phyeician 
had specifically ordered the lea to be supported. The investigator 
further obterved that the lea wa• supported only in the side•lyina poti-
tion. 
Patient number fourteen had a bed board, a• ordered by the phyai-
cian, and patient number fifteen had private duty nur1e1. It is the in• 
vestiaator's belief that these two facts made a difference in the care 
these two patients received. 
The findings of the observer seemed to indicate a areater aware• 
ness in Hospital B than in Hospital A of the need for the implementation 
of certain aida in techniques of poaitionina the helplest patient. This 
apparent awareness by the personnel in Hoapital B was not consistently 
carried out in the care of all patients with a cerebral vascular accidenL 
The area in the tool for comments by the investigator supplied 
additional information. Some patients, althouah in a po1ition of elec-
tion, were not placed properly in that position. Three of the eleven 
patient• were found in beds aatched to a aemi•fowler's position, thus 
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flexiaa the hips and the knees, 
All patients had larse, puffy pillows under their heads, and two 
of the eleven each had two pillows of tbia type, thus forcing their 
heads into forward flexion. There were no flat pillows used under the 
patient's head, and a flat pillow was observed under the small of the 
patient's back in only one inetance. Once aaain, this was patient number 
fifteen, who had private duty nurses. 
Of the eleven patiente, five were observed in the side-lying posi-
tion. None of theee patients was lying on the affected aide, and one of 
the five bad the affected leg supported, as bad been ordered. One had 
the paretic arm eupported in the aide•lyina position. Many of these pa-
tients who did not have a footboard were observed to have their feet 
compressed by the covers into a position of plantar flexion. 
In the summary of the observations of the two hospitals, nineteen 
patients were observed-·ei&ht in Hospital A and eleven in Hospital B. 
The patients were observed three times in the twenty-four hour period 
for the position in which they were restina, as well as for the manner 
in which they bad been positioned by personnel. The patients were ob-
served between the hours of nine and eleven a.m., three and four thirty 
p.m., and nine and eleven p.m. of the following day. Table 7 presents a 
composite picture of the observations of these positions in the two hoa• 
2 pitala. 
The three positions were selected to be observed in the mornina, 
afternoon, and evening. A two-hour ttme schedule was selected by the 
writer as the accepted turniua schedule for helpless patients, and 
2 Appendix B. 
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visits were made according to this schedule. This would insure that the 
patient, if on schedule, would be in a different position every six 
hours; thu1, the element of chance would be reduced in the observations. 
The writer is aware that this el ... nt of chance could not be removed 
completely in the study. Furthermore, none of the patients was placed 
in the prone position in either hospital at the time ob1erved, and this 
too influenced the findinas. 
Although Hospital B had more notations in the Kardex file on turn• 
ina than did Hospital A, their patients were found in the supine position 
consistently more often. Thirty-ei&ht of the fifty-five observations 
(acre than half of the total) deaonatrated that the patients were in the 
supine position. 
The importance of a firm foundation for the bed patient has been 
eaphaaized. The bed board helps to provide this foundation and helps to 
keep the body in good alignment. In Hospital A, only one bed board of 
the aatch type was in use and it had been ordered by the physician. In 
Hospital B, only one bed board of the aatch type was in use and it too 
had been ordered by the physician. A supervisor from this hospital vol-
unteered the information that Hospital B's administration felt that their 
mattresses were firm enouah and, unless ordered, bed boards were not 
used. The investiaator noted that firm mattresses were used by both 
hospitals. 
Prevention of footdrop in the paretic foot ia part of the nurse's 
responsibility and she meets this partially by placina a footboard on 
the patient'• bed for his use. The writer observed that in Hospital A 
only one of the eiaht patients bad a footboard; it was made of canvas 
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and was not very effective. In Hospital B, five of the eleven patients 
had footboards applied to their beda. One patient, with a private duty 
nurse, had a rolled pillow at his feet, which seemed effective. Of the 
fifteen times the five patients with footboards were observed, they were 
effective only ten times. Durin& the other five observations, the pa-
tients' feet failed to touch the footboards. These boarde were wooden 
and very fira, but not adjustable. Bad they been adjustable, they might 
have been more effectively used. In both hospitals, on those beds where 
footboard• were not in use the patients' feet were forced into plantar 
flexion due to the constriction of the cover•. 
In the review of the literature, it was stated that outward rota• 
tion of th~ paretic lea is a frequent coaplicetion of hemiplegia if pre-
ventive measures are not iaplemented. Use of the trochanter roll, or of 
sandbaaa. when properly applied, will aid in prevention of this complica-
tion. In Hospital A, seven of the eiaht patients observed had a paretic 
leg. The investiaator failed to find either trochanter rolla or sand• 
baas beins used for this purpose in this hospital. The same lack was ob· 
servecl in Hospital B, where the poetic leg was supported in only one in-
stance and by order of the physician. 
Emphasis haa been placed on the need to keep the affected hand in 
a neutral position in hemiplegia and the affected arm abducted from the 
body. while fosterins external rotation. Placement of a roll in the hand 
and of a small pillow in the axilla are the two methods recommended to 
accomplish this and thus to prevent contractures. In Ho1pital A, one of 
the eiaht patients had the paretic ara abducted on a pillow. One patient 
was in restraints and this included the paretic arm. At no time were any 
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rolla or similar devices to maintaiD the hand in the neutral position 
observed to be in use. The use of the small pillow in the axilla and 
rolls for the hand did not seem to be an accepted part of nursin& care 
in this hospital. 
In Hospital 1, ei&ht of the eleven patients had a paretic arm. 
Of these, three patients were observed with their arm tn abduction and a 
roll in the paretic hand durin& six of the nine observations. One of 
these patients had a private duty nurse. In this hospital there seemed 
to be soma awareness of the need to use axillary pillows and devices fOr 
the paretic hand. However, this was not a consistent practice throuah· 
out the institution. 
The writer believes that the data support the hypothesis that: 
Nursina personnel, responsible for the care of the early pbaae of the 
patient with a cerebral vascular accident, do not implement certain se• 
lected techniques of poaitionina 1D their care. 
Patients were aenerally fouad in the supine position. They did 
not have bed boards, and in only a few situations were the paretic arm, 
the hand, and lea positioned properly. Although one hospital planned a 
schedule for turninaa in some cases, it was lower in performance in this 
area than the second hospital, which had no schedule. Generally, the 
findinaa indicated a lack of a total conception of the importance of the 
imple .. ntation of rehabilitative techniques of positioning in the nursing 
care of the bed patient with a cerebral vascular accident. 
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CHAPTER. V 
SUMMAB.Y, COHCLUSIONS, AND UCOMMDDATIONS 
S~ry 
Prevention of deformities and other complications should 
be routine nursina procedures alona with or immediately 
followtna the intensive life•aavina measures.l 
The purpose of this study was to deter.dne whether nursina per-
sonnel impleaented selected rehabilitative techniques of positionina in 
their care of bed patients durin& the early phase of a cerebral vascular 
accident. A review of the literature demonstrated that such techniques 
aid in the prevention of deformity and are considered a part of basic 
nursina care. Furthermore, it was stated that these techniques should 
be started immediately, alona with the medical treatments, during the 
acute period of the illness. 
Two accredited aeneral hospitals, designated A and B respectively, 
in the same city and havin& essentially the same facilities, were sa• 
lected for the study. A total of nineteen patients, with an admission 
diagnosis of a cerebral vascular accident, was selected by the investi-
aator to be observed. Ei&ht of the patients were from Hospital A and 
eleven were from Hospital B. Data were collected by use of an observe-
tion sheet and by reference to the Kardex for notations on positionina 
and turnina. The plac ... nt of patients in the three positions of alec-
tion--supine, aide•lyina, and prone--was-. observed, as well as the imple-
~ldred J. Allaire and R.uth R. Denney, Nurses Can Give and Teach 
Behabilitation (New York: Sprtnser Publiahina Co., Inc., 1960), p. 12. 
~;-~-~-':.- . ··~'-;~.:::,-.:.-;."":"~.:':;-.:...~:::.- ·- ~ ': -.-~.__:..,. ;.;::_: .. ~ ,;.~:_.....:..;~ :: 
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mentation of five mechanical aid1 in .. intaining these positions. These 
techniques of positiontng were termed rehabilitative and were chosen to 
be observed as part of the basic nuraing care of the early phase of pa• 
tients with a cerebral vascular accident. A total of fifty-five obser-
vations waa made. Patients were studied for the position in which they 
were reatina and for the manner in which they were positioned. The im-
ple .. ntation by nursins peraonnel of the bed board, footboard, axillary 
pillow, roll for the paretic hand, and trochanter roll or sandbags for 
the paretic les was noted. 
The findinaa of the study subatantiate the hypothesis that nurains 
personnel do not carry out aelected rehabilitation techniques of poai-
tiontna in their nursing care of patienta durtna the early phase of a 
cerebral vascular accident. 
Concluaiona 
On the basis of this atudy, the followina conclusions are believed 
to be justified: 
1. lursin& personnel in the two general hoapitals, responsible 
for the immediate care of the cerebral vascular accident pa· 
tient, did not conai1tently igplement selected rehabilitative 
techniques of positioning in their care. 
2. Po1itionins and supportive aida were not perceived consi•t· 
ently by nursing personnel to be a part of the basic nurains 
care. 
3. The prone position was never obaerved beins implemented by 
nuraina pezsonnel in the care of the cerebral vaacular accident 
patient. 
made: 
4. Hospital B showed sporadic impl8111entation of some of the tech-
niques of positiontna, but it was not consistent throuahout 
the institution. 
S. Data indicated that the findinas from one hospital could in 
most instances be aeneralized to the other in this study. 
6. The lardex file, as used in Hospital A, did not aive position-
ina directions and turnina schedules for patients. 
7. The Kardex file, as used in Hospital B, save only a few posi-
tionina directions and turning ache4ulea for patients, and 
these were not consistently followed. 
l.eccn.endations 
On the basis of this study, the following recommendations are 
1. That a similar study be done using a laraer sample of patients 
and a greater number of aeneral hospitals for comparison. 
2. That the lardex file be used for notations on positioning and 
turning of patients throuahout general hospitals. 
3. That adjustable footboards of the wooden or metal type be used 
on the beds of cerebral vascular accident patients with 
paretic leaa. 
4. That there be a areater awareness and implementation of re-
habilitative techniques of positioning and use of mechanical 
aids by nursina personnel in aeneral hospitals. 
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APPDDIX A 
OISBJlVATIOR SHEET 
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OBSERVATION SHEET FOR POSITIONING OF ACUTE C.V.A. 
Patient's Name------------ Age_ Admitted-------
Hospital __ Room -----Dr. -------------------
Diagnosis --------------------------------------------------------
OBSERVATION 
-
1. Conments Time 2. Comments Time 3.Comments Time 
KARDEX l I 
I 
Positioning I 
Turning 
Other 
! 
! I l 
. l I BED BOARD i 
·-
~laced Correc~ l I 
_t7Ee I 
Finn Mattress I • I 
l l FOOT OOARD 
I Ad.1ustable Non-ad.iustable 
I 
I Wit.k si.rles 
I Ot.h ....... I 
Pl-MIIIlrl .smn used ~.lv 
Placed~ not us._ed c ~1v 
SUPPORT FOR AFFECTED LEG 
Rolled bath blanket 
other 
Placed correctly to 
prevent outward rotation 
I 
Absent 
Page l 
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OBSERVATION SHEET FOR POSITIONING OF ACUTE C.V.A. Page 2 
OBSERVATION 1. Comments Time 2. Conunents Time 3 .Comments Time 
! I I DEVICE TO KEEP AFFECTED HAND I I OPEN IN NEUTRAL POSITION 
Rolled cloth j 
Stockinette I I I 
Other ! 
Present and used correctly 
Present. not used correctly i 
i 
PILLOW-sUPINE POSITION i ' 
' 
i 
1. Head and Shoulders ! 
I 
I 
Flat Pillow 
I Puff:v or LarJZe i 
· Placed correctly l t I 
2. Affected Arm I 
! 
Abduted on "Cillows ! 
i I Placed correctl:v ! 
!  I Other 
I 
l I l 
l ! PILLOWS-PRONE POSITION i 
f 
1. Feet l 
Over ~e of Bed I ! 
Raised on Large Pillow I i 
With Toes Free i 
i 
Not on ~llow I 
Not over Edge of Bed ! 
2. Abdomen 
No Jlillow I i 
' 
Small Pillow ii I 
Large Pillow I 
• i 
Page 2 
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OBSERVATION SHEEr R>R POSITIONING OF ACUTE C.V.A. Page 3 
r OBSERVrtTION 1. Comments Time 2.Comments Time ).Comments Time 
2. Abdomen( continued) 
,l 
Used correctly 
Other 
3. Hand-Prone Position 
__RQ_ll for Hand 
Present and used correctly 
Present, not used correctly 
Supports wrist 
other 
PILlOWS-SIDE LYING POSITION 
(Patient on Unaffected Side) 
l.Affected Arm 
No pillow 
Pillow used correctly 
Pillow not used correctly 
other 
2. Affected Leg 
Pillow Present 
Used Correctly 
Not Used Correctly 
ether 
SPECIAL OBSERVATION 
Build 
General Condition 
. 
i 
Page 3 (La Fin l) 
APPDDIX B 
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TABLE 7 
POSITIONS OF liiiiTED PATIDTS D1 FIFTY-FIVE OBSEilVAnOJIS 
Ill HOSPITAL A ARD HOSPITAL B 
') 
~~ .......................................... ~,~.-t~i~ea~t·s~b·y~.~.abe~·r .................................... ... 
Hours of lloteita1 A 
Observation 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
L ,. 
li 
9-11 •••• 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
!I 3-4:30 p.a. 
! 3:00 
!! 
li 
I! 
.I 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
sl 
81 
s1 
• 
• • 
• 
8 
8 
al sl 8 
8 sl 
• 
• 8 al 
Hospital B Total 
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 
8 8 8 
8 8 
8 8 
8 s • 
8 • 
• sl 8 
• al • 
8 8 
~-11 p.m. 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
sl 81 8 
Total 
Prone 
Supine 
Side-lyina 
Leaend 
81 
8 sl s1 
8 8 
• 8 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 1 1 3 2 2 3 1 1 
1 2 2 0 1 1 0 2 2 
s: Supine sl: Side-1yiD& 
8 
• 
0 0 0 
2 3 3 
1 0 0 
p: Proue 
s1 • 
sl 
0 0 0 0 
2 1 3 1 
1 1 0 2 
0 0 
3 2 
0 0 
• 
0 
2 
0 
0 
38 
16 
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